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Abstract

Identifying the structure of an aqueous solution is essential to rationalize various phenomena such
as crystallization in solution, chemical reactivity, extraction of rare earth elements, etc.. Despite
this, the efforts to describe the structure of an aqueous solution have been hindered by the difficulty
to retrieve structural data both from experiments and simulations. To overcome this, first, undersaturated EuCl3 aqueous solutions of concentrations varying from 0.15 to 1.8 mol/kg were studied
using X-ray scattering. Second, for the first time, the theoretical X-ray signal of 1.8 mol/kg EuCl3
aqueous solution was simulated, with precise details for the complete range of scattering vectors
using coupled molecular dynamics and hypernetted chain integral equations, and satisfactorily
compared with the 1.8 mol/kg experimental X-ray scattering signal. The theoretical calculations
demonstrate that the experimental structure factor is dominated by the Eu3+ -Eu3+ correlations.
† Current address: Laboratoire de Génie Chimique, Université de Toulouse, CNRS, INPT, UPS, Toulouse,
France.
∗ Corresponding authors: rajrk37@gmail.com and david.carriere@cea.fr; Phone: +33 (0)1 69 08 54 89 (D. C.)
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Introduction

At large scales, aqueous solutions of ions are homogeneous and isotropic but at the molecular scale,
they show complex solvent/solute distributions stemming from the mutual interactions between the
ions and the water molecules, not to mention possible speciation effects. Describing this complex
distribution of ions in water, and the structural correlations (ion-ion and ion-water), is essential
to rationalize a broad range of phenomena such as crystallization in solution 1 , extraction of rare
earth elements 2 , chemical reactivity 3 , separation process 4 , appearance of first sharp diffraction
peak (or pre-peak at very short angle) 5 , etc.. Indeed, elucidating the structure at the scale of
the ions and molecules is the premise to anticipate the kinetics of diffusion and reaction via the
effective size (ions plus hydration shells) and accessibility of the species; and furthermore, at large
concentrations, it allows rationalization of the first steps towards crystallization, involved in ion
recovery processes. The structural correlations in a given solution can be determined by using
X-ray scattering, 6,7 that provide atomic-range structural information, directly in solution, without
perturbing the solution. However, the information obtained through this technique is the total
scattered intensity, which provides a global information that integrates thus loses all details about
the ion-ion and ion-water correlations.
The identification of the individual contributions of the solutes and solvent in the scattering pattern
would benefit from comparison with theoretical patterns. As usual in statistical mechanics of liquids and solutions, two competing routes are possible. (a) On the one hand, numerical simulations
such as Monte-Carlo (MC) 8 or molecular dynamics (MD) 9 provide in principle an exact treatment
of the multibody correlations and should be the method of choice for calculating the exact pair
distribution functions (PDFs) for given pair potentials vij (r,Ω) that depend on the separation (r)
and the relative orientation (Ω). The existence of strong coulombic couplings, anisotropic correlations, hydrogen bonding, hydration layers, etc. makes the computer simulation quite difficult,
especially in presence of multivalent ions and at low concentrations. In practice, beyond the need
for long and costly simulations, beyond the presence of statistical uncertainties and systematic
corrections, the answer is only partial due to the finite size L of the simulation cell: the nonnegligible tail of the PDFs is lacking and, equivalently, the domain q < 2π/L is unreachable in the
Fourier space, rendering the comparison with experimental data incomplete and quite frustrating.
On the other hand, (b) the formalism based on the Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) equation requires the
use of approximated closures or integral equations. Unfortunately, the standard hypernetted chain
(HNC) equation closure which gives reasonable results, at least qualitatively, for pure water and
monovalent salts, fails completely and has no numerical solution for the multi-valence ionic mixtures. Therefore, to achieve best possible simulation signal for a multi-valence ionic solution, we
will need to combine both routes a) and b) by completing the MD data available at short distances
2

r < rmax ≈ L/2 (formerly cleaned of finite-size corrections 10 ) with the HNC approximation valid
at least at large distances, r > rmax . This procedure, originally proposed by Verlet for simple
Lennard-Jones (LJ) fluids 11 , has been recently extended to pure liquid water 12 and shown to be a
very powerful approach for deriving exact anisotropic correlations at all distances (r), orientations
(Ω) and scattering vectors (q).
Besides calculating the structure factors for each pair potential, the close matching of computed
scattering signal with the experimental signal will be depending on (i) how close the predicted model
coincides with the real situations and (ii) the wise mathematical manipulation of the computed
partial structure factors. Further, it is known from literature that the presence of solute (nature
and oxidation state(s)) in water would modify the existing structure 9,13 and in turn, its structural
correlation correlation. Therefore, a mere addition of pure water structure factor, along with the
other components, would not be sufficient to reproduce the recorded experimental X-ray scattering
signal. Thus, estimating the total scattering signal would be challenging.
Keeping all these questions/challenges in our minds, EuCl3 aqueous solution was selected for
theoretical (to check the consistency of coupled MD/HNC equations on the tri-valence aqueous solution) and experimental reasons (to reveal the possible structural correlation of rare earth ions, during the crystallization 14 and to understand more complex solutions involved in industrial recovery
processes 15 ). In this study, we use X-ray scattering to examine a under-saturated, speciation-free,
multivalent, EuCl3 aqueous solutions of concentrations varying from 0.15 to 1.8 mol kg−1 . Simultaneously, for the first time, coupled MD simulation and HNC integral equations were performed,
for the highest concentration of EuCl3 solution (1.8 mol/kg), to compute the various structural
correlations in the aqueous solution for the recorded q-range. Finally, these structural correlations
were summed to obtain the best theoretical scattering signal and satisfactorily compared with the
experimental scattering signal of 1.8 mol/kg EuCl3 aqueous solution.

3
3.1

Materials and Methods
Experimental section

As received EuCl3 (from Sigma-Aldrich, 99.99%) was used without further purification. The appropriate amount of EuCl3 was dissolved in MilliQ water to obtain the required concentrations
of EuCl3 aqueous solutions i.e., 0.15, 0.33, 0.72 and 1.8 mol/kg. Small and wide X-ray scattering (SAXS/WAXS) were performed on a home-made apparatus in the scattering vector range
−1

2.3 × 10−2 Å

−1 16

≤ q ≤ 3Å

. The X-ray source (rotating molybdenum anode, λ = 0.709 Å) is

collimated via an Osmic mirror through two hybrid slits (1 x 1 mm). The beam scattered through
the sample (kapton tube, 1 mm diameter) was collected on a Mar 345 image plate, with a sam3

ple–detector distance of 72 cm (calibrated with tetradecanol). The detector count is normalized to
differential cross-section per volume with 3 mm Lupolen as a secondary reference (Imax = 6 cm−1 ),
with a photodiode mounted on the beam-stop to monitor the photon flux 17 . The incoming flux is
found to be 9 × 107 photons per second. To obtain an absolute intensity of sample, X-ray scattering signal was subtracted for various background corrections such as dark current, sample holder
and q-dependent geometrical factor. The q-dependent geometrical correction factor was obtained
by comparing the X-ray scattering signal of water recorded at lab and ID02 beamline (ESRF) 18 .

3.2
3.2.1

Computation methods
Pair potentials

The pair potentials or force fields are the sums of Lennard-Jones (LJ) and electrostatic contributions. Water molecules are described by the well documented SPC/E model 19 with a LJ core
centered on the oxygen (σ = 3.1655 Å,  = 0.1554 kcal mol−1 ) and partial charges on the oxygen
and hydrogen atoms (rOH = 1 Å, θHOH = 109.47°, qH = +0.4238).
On the other hand, information on LJ parameters for the ions, especially Eu3+ , is quite sparse
in the literature. To describe EuCl3 solutions, we use the parameters by Ribeiro 9 : σEu3+ = 1.78 Å,
σCl− = 4.42 Å, Eu3+ = 5 kcal mol−1 , Cl− = 0.118 kcal mol−1 . Cross-interactions are computing
using Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules.
3.2.2

Simulations

We use OpenMM 7.2.0 20 to simulate the dynamics of Ni =180/540/5544 particles (Eu3+ /Cl – /H2 O)
at 298.15 Kelvin and 105 Pascal in NPT ensemble. We use Langevin dynamics with a time step
of 2 fs to simulate the evolution at constant temperature. To simulate constant pressure, we use
a Monte Carlo Metropolis algorithm: Every 50 ps, a change in the volume of the periodic cell
is accepted or refused based on the temperature and cost in internal energy. The LJ potentials
have been truncated at 10 Å and shifted. The tails have been added using the textbook meanfield procedure 21 . The electrostatic interactions within the periodic boundary (tin-foil;  = ∞)
conditions have been calculated using the Particle Mesh Ewald techniques 22 with a short range
cut-off at 10 Å and an error tolerance on the forces of 0.00005. After 10 ns equilibration, a 140 ns
long trajectory has been analyzed every 1 ps. For that 1.8 mol/kg molal density, the obtained
average molar densities are ρi = 1.68/5.04/51.70 mol/l. The fluctuations of the cell volume yield
 ∂ρ 
where ρ is the total
the value χ = 0.0395 for the normalized compressibility χ =
∂βP ρi /ρ
density and β = 1/kT . The fluctuations of the total water dipolar moment of the simulation cell
yield 24.1 for the dielectric constant.
The 6 PDFs are constructed from each of the 140000 configurations using distance histograms
4

up to L/2. For the 3 ion-ion functions, the situation is simple since the PDFs gij (r) between
spherical ions depend on the separation r only. On the other hand, the complete description of
the anisotropic ion-water and water-water correlations requires a special treatment. Rather than
manipulating costly angle histograms (which would require 2 and 5 Euler angles for ion-water and
water-water correlations, respectively), we project the complete gij (r,Ω) on a basis of rotational
invariants and accumulate the projections gij mnl
µν (r) that depend on the separation r only. This
procedure, which has been proven recently to be very efficient for a complete description of angular
correlations in pure water 12 , is extended here to a 3 component electrolyte system. The origin of
the H2 O molecule is chosen on the oxygen atom and its main axis points along the dipole. The
basis is truncated at m, n ≤ 6 for water, leading to 16 independent projections gion−H2 O 0nn
(r) for
0ν
both ion-water PDFs and 1226 independent gH2 O−H2 O mnl
(r).
µν

4
4.1

Results and discussion
Simulation of pair distribution functions and partial structure factors - mixed MD/HNC integral equation

Figure 1a illustrates a typical snapshot of the MD trajectory. It is observed that both Eu3+ and
Cl− ions are homogeneously distributed in the water matrix. As expected, oxygen atoms are
oriented toward the Eu3+ ions whereas hydrogen atoms are oriented toward the Cl− ions. From
the long trajectory, center of mass-center of mass projections gij 000
00 (r) (the gij (r,Ω) averaged over
the orientation Ω), noted more simply gij (r), are calculated and presented, for 6 PDFs, in Fig. 1b.
Owing to the limited size of the periodic box (L = 56 Å), in average the theoretically simulated
PDFs (as demonstrated in Fig. 1b) are partial, to the r region below the cut-off L/2, and are
missing non-negligible tails. As a result, the Fourier transformed signals i.e., partial structure
factors Sij (q) will have undesired oscillations and uncontrolled zero-q values in the low q region.
Therefore, to get the appropriate simulation curve, one needs extending the simulation data with
an ad-hoc procedure which combines MD and HNC. Further, we would like to remind the reader
that the MD data at short distances r < L/2 are not exact and are subject to systematic finite-size
corrections. In particular, it is well known since Percus-Lebowitz 23 that, within the N V T or N P T
ensemble, the PDF gij (r) does not reach the correct asymptotic value 1 at large separation but
p
rather 1-dSij (q)/ (Ni Nj )e. The shift in 1/N may appear very small but, when integrated on a
large part of the simulation cell volume, it induces a non-negligible artefact to gij (r). It is thus
necessary to first clean the simulation data from these shifts before use. This problem is central
in the determination of the so-called Kirkwood-Buff integrals, a rich literature 24,25,26 exists, a
future paper will propose special procedures for N V T or N P T simulations of mixtures. We would
5

just mention here that the situation is a vicious circle because, in order to calculate the correct
integral Sij , one must first clean the MD gij by requiring the knowledge of Sij . In a first step, we
will ignore these corrections and apply the MD/HNC mixed equation with brute MD data. The
obtained values for the Sij will then be used to clean the MD PDFs and the procedure will be
repeated until self-consistency is reached in a couple of iterations.
The formally exact integral equation can be written like the following:

gij (r, Ω) = exp[−βνij (r, Ω) + hij (r, Ω) − cij (r, Ω) + bij (r, Ω)]

(1)

where hij = gij − 1 and cij are the total and direct correlation functions, respectively, linked
through the molecular OZ equation. The bij are the unknown bridge functions, neglected by the
HNC approximation.
The mixed MD/HNC integral equation becomes in projection notation:
mnl

MD
gij mnl
µν (r) = gij µν (r); r < rmax

(2)

bij mnl
µν (r) = 0; r > rmax

(3)

The cut-off distance rmax is obviously chosen below the available L/2 value. It is a priori
expected and a posteriori verified that the bridge functions, which are shorter range than the
PDFs, are indeed negligible beyond rmax .
The numerical resolution of the multi-component molecular integral equation follows a standard,
well documented iterative procedure, using algorithms which improves step by step the projections
of the functions γij = hij − cij in the whole r-space. Briefly, an elementary cycle goes back
and forth between r and q-spaces by performing numerical Hankel-Fourier (HF) transforms of the
cij (r) projections and inverse HF of the γ̂ij(q) ones. The closure is applied in the r-space while
the OZ equation is better written as simple algebraic products between projections in the q-space.
The choice of a starting reasonable guess function, so important to avoid instantaneous divergence
of the iteration, requires a special comment for the present EuCl3 systems. When a full HNC
solution is the objective, it is standard routine to increase gradually the interaction coupling (say,
the inverse temperature β or the valencies and partial charges) and start the resolution of a given
coupling from the final solution of the previous, weaker one. When the full HNC solution exists
and the MD/HNC solution is the objective (as in pure water or monovalent NaCl electrolytes), it
is possible in the same manner to inject gradually the MD data (say, by increasing rmax from 0).
But here, as already mentioned (in the introduction), the studied Eu3+ /Cl− /H2 O system has no
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HNC solution (the system lies in the HNC forbidden region of the phase diagram). So, the search
of a reasonable initialization solution which guarantees subsequent convergence is far from trivial.
Our successful recipe follows different successive steps: Each of the MD hij projections is
fitted with a damped oscillating function A =

e−αr
r

sin q(r − d) on the domain [17 Å, 27 Å] and so

artificially extended up to rmax = 50 Å. Each hij mnl
µν (r) is numerically HF transformed using the
upper boundary r = rmax . As expected, the resulting ĥij mnl
µν (q) display inconsistent behaviour at
low q due to the lack of correct tails in the PDFs, the previous long range extension playing only
the role of narrowing this unreachable q region. The situation is even worse for the corresponding
γ̂ij mnl
µν (q) projections derived from the OZ equation which schematically reads as γ̂ =

ĥ2
1+ĥ

and

transforms inconsistent ĥij into γ̂ij full of divergences in the low q-region. Nevertheless, the
different γ̂ij mnl
µν (q) projections keep a reasonable shape at larger q. The next step consists to
extrapolate each of them on the domain [0, 0.6 Å
−1

domain [0.6 Å

,1.4 Å

−1

−1

] using a 4th order polynomial fitted on the

]. The known divergences in 1/q 2 and 1/q due to the ion-ion and ion-dipole

interactions, respectively, are handled in the usual way. Lastly, an inverse HF transform leads to a
desired guess for the γij mnl
µν (r). When the standard resolution of the mixed integral equation (eq.1)
(still for the moment with rmax = 50 Å) is initiated from this guess, surprisingly, no divergence is
observed at low q in the first cycle and convergence can be reached in a few iterations. Once the
solution has been obtained for the artificially extended MD data, it is then a routine to decrease
gradually the cut off rmax from 50 Å down to a value below L/2, such that only the bare MD data
are imposed. The final MD/HNC solution is of course independent of the detailed recipe followed
to reach it.
The MD/HNC PDFs gij obtained with rmax = 25 Å are displayed in Fig. 2 and compared to
the bare MD data. As expected, the MD/HNC curves do not exhibit any discontinuity at rmax ,
reproduce in great detail the bare MD ones in the domain [rmax , L/2] and extend them nicely
beyond L/2.
From Fig. 1b, the first maximum of PDFs between ions-ions, ions-H2 O and H2 O-H2 O in 1.8
mol/kg aqueous solution are found about: rEu+3 Eu+3 = 8.5 Å, rCl− Cl− = 4.7 Å, rEu+3 Cl− = 5.3 Å,
rEu+3 H2 O = 2.3 Å, rCl− H2 O = 3.2 Å, and rH2 OH2 O = 2.7 Å. By comparing these values with the
nearest neighbouring distance in EuCl3 salt and size of water molecule, we exclude the possibility
that identical ions form pairs. Further, any pair of identical ions are found to separated at-least
by two water molecules and by an oppositely charged ion.
Like for r-space, the same type of expansion exists in the q-space. We will focus here on the
center of mass-center of mass partial structure factors Sij (q) defined from the 3D Fourier transform
of the gij (r):
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Figure 1: (a) A typical snapshot of the MD trajectory. Color code: Turquoise: Eu+3 , purple:
Cl−1 , red: oxygen, white: hydrogen. (b) Bare MD center of mass – center of mass pair distribution
functions gij (r) in EuCl3 1.8 mol/kg aqueous solution.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the bare MD (symbols+lines) and MD/HNC (lines) PDFs gij (r) in EuCl3
1.8 mol/kg aqueous solution around the cutoff distance rmax =25 Å. rmax and L/2 are indicated by
solid and dashed lines, respectively.
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Figure 3: (a) MD/HNC partial structure factors Sij (q) of EuCl3 1.8 mol/kg aqueous solution. (b)
Pure MD partial structure factors Sij (q) of EuCl3 1.8 mol/kg aqueous solution.
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√
Sij (q) = δij + ρi ρj

Z

+∞

[gij (r) − 1]
0

sin(qr)
4πr2 dr
qr

The obtained partial structure factors Sij (q) are displayed in Fig.

(4)
3a.

With the mixed

MD/HNC integral equation, full q range is described precisely. The MD/HNC values at q = 0 are
SCl− Cl− = 0.26, SCl− H2 O = −0.079 and SH2 O H2 O = 0.062. Note that the electroneutrality condi√
√
tions SCl− Cl− = 3SEu+3 Cl− = 3SEu+3 Eu+3 and SCl− H2 O = 3SEu+3 H2 O are rigorously satisfied.

 ∂ρ
ion
(µ represents the chemical
The corresponding osmotic compressibility χosm =
∂ (βP ) µ(H O)
2
potential) is equal to 4/3SCl− Cl− = 0.35. The total scattered intensity is then trivially derived
from these 6 cross contributions (see subsection 4.4). In contrast, structure factors of pure MD
simulated data (Fig. 3b) produce spurious oscillations at low-q along with a wrong estimation of
osmotic compressibility.

4.2

Water-water structure factor with and without the presence of EuCl3

Having calculated the right partial structure factors (in the entire q-range), we shall examine the
water-water structure factors with and without the presence of EuCl3 salt. They are plotted and
compared in Fig. 4 along with the experimental partial structure factor of pure water recorded
both at lab and ID02 beamline (ESRF). As reported earlier 27 , both experimental and theoretical
signals show characteristic broad bands of pure water centered at about 2 and 3 Å−1 , whereas the
addition of EuCl3 generates an additional correlation peak in the partial structure factor of water at
about 0.75 Å−1 along with the merging of previously observed two broad bands of water. Further,
the position of correlation peak is found to occur around the same position as observed as for the
partial structure factors of Eu3+ -Eu3+ , Cl− -Cl− and Eu3+ -H2 O (see, Fig. 3a). The modified water
signal indicates that, first, the structure of water gets modified in presence of EuCl3 salt. Second,
as reported 13 , there would be an emergence of long range correlation between the water molecules
participating in the first shell around the cation/anion. As a result, the new correlation peak is
appearing, at low q, in the partial structure factor of water in presence of EuCl3 salt.

4.3

Experimental X-ray scattering of EuCl3 aqueous solutions

Further, Fig. 5 shows the experimental X-ray scattering signal of EuCl3 aqueous solutions with
varying concentrations i.e. from 0.15 to 1.8 mol/kg. Irrespective of the concentration of EuCl3
aqueous solutions, the experimental patterns demonstrate a correlation peak and an oscillating
−1

signal beyond 1.5 Å
−1

0.3 Å

. Upon dilution, the center of the correlation peak shifts from q ' 0.7 to
−1

and the oscillating signal beyond 1.5 Å

is progressively dominated by the broad bands

characteristic to the water signal (see Fig. 4). As confirmed below, the observed correlation peak
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Figure 4: Theoretical water-water structure factors with and without the presence of EuCl3 are
compared with experimental structure factor of pure water recorded both at lab and ID02 beamline
(ESRF).
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Figure 5: Experimental X-ray scattering signal of EuCl3 aqueous solutions.
at low q, for all solutions, is attributed to the predominant long ranged interactions between the
cation-cation i.e. Eu3+ -Eu3+ .
To follow the real space correlation between the Eu3+ -Eu3+ 13 , the position of the center of
correlation-peak is plotted, in Fig. 6, as a function of the concentration of EuCl3 aqueous solutions
to the power one third (c1/3 ). From the Fig. 6, as expected, upon dilution of the EuCl3 aqueous
solution the distance between Eu3+ -Eu3+ increases and reaches the maximum value for the lowest
concentration. The c1/3 behavior illustrates the strong effective repulsion between the Eu3+ ions
which tend to maximize the distance between neighbors.

4.4

Comparison between the experimental and theoretical X-ray scattering signals of 1.8 mol/kg EuCl3 aqueous solution

The various possible structural correlation components (simulated for the highest concentration
of EuCl3 aqueous solution i.e., 1.8 mol/kg) should be introduced into the following equation to
determine the total X-ray scattering signal.
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√
I(q) = Σi Σj ρi ρj fi (q)fj (q)Sij (q)

(5)

where fi (q) stands for the amplitude factor of particle i. Note that eq. 5 which involves the
center of mass-center of mass projections only, implicitly assumes that each particle scatters the
X-rays as spheres. For ions, values of fi (q), as a function of scattering vectors, were derived by
considering the electronic density of Eu3+ and Cl− homogeneously distributed in a sphere with
the radius 0.48 Å and 0.63 Å, respectively, whereas for water molecules values were retrieved from
Morin 28 .
As a result, partial and total theoretical X-ray scattering signals of 1.8 mol/kg EuCl3 aqueous
solution were obtained. Subsequently, experimental, partial and total theoretical X-ray scattering signals of 1.8 mol/kg EuCl3 aqueous solution are plotted in Fig. 7. The shape of the total
theoretical X-ray scattering signal is closely matching with the recorded signal. But, there is a
slight discrepancy in the intensity observed between the experimental and theoretical signals along
with a shift in the position of theoretical curve above 1.5 Å−1 . As stated above, the detail of the
contributions from each partial intensity factor confirms the correlation peak is dominated by the
Eu3+ -Eu3+ interactions whereas at high q, both Eu3+ -Eu3+ and H2 O-H2 O interactions contribute
to the signals. These result confirms that the mere LJ potentials and electrostatic interactions are
sufficient to reproduce the under-saturated experimental signal. Contrarily to other systems, there
is no need of incorporation of ion pairs, pre-nucleation clusters or close-packed hydrated cation
models 13,29,30,31 where simple LJ and electrostatic interactions are explicitly completed by specific
ion-ion or ion-water correlations.
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Figure 7: Experimental, partial and total theoretical X-ray scattering signals of 1.8 mol/kg EuCl3
aqueous solution.
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Summary

X-ray scattering signal of EuCl3 aqueous solutions were recorded as a function of varying concentrations. Upon dilution, the correlation-peak at low-q is dominated by the long-ranged Eu3+ -Eu3+
interactions mediated by water molecules. The under-saturated 1.8 mol/kg EuCl3 aqueous solution was compared with the coupled MD/HNC model. A good consistency is found between the
experimental and theoretical patterns, merely using the simple LJ and electrostatic interaction parameters. The comparison of both signals demonstrate that contrarily to other systems (CaCO3 ,
MgCl2 , etc.), the incorporation of ion pairs or pre-nucleation clusters is not needed.
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